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Some time ago a paper was published by GOSSNER 1) on the crystal
forms of Chlm'ob1'omonitl'ophenol, Dib1'01JWnit1'ophenol and Iodobl'omo
nitrophenol being nn experimentnl contribution to the lmowledge of. 

1) B. GOSSNCR, Kl'ystullogl'Uphische UnLelslJChung olgmuscher H.llogenvel'bin
elungen. Em Beitl'Ug ZUl' KennLmss del IsoJl1ol'phie von Cl, Bl' ulld J. Zeitschl'. f. 
Krystall. Bel. 40. (1905). 78-85. 
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tbe isomo1'phous substitution of the halogens Cl, Br and I in organic 
molecules. The authol' first gives a short 1'ésumé of' the chief series 
of inorganic compounds where Cl-, Br- and I-compounds have been 
compared in regard to their cry::.tal-fo1'm. Even in cases where a 
direct analogy in form does not occur an isodimorphism may be 
always proved to exist. 

The I-compounds diffe1' in most cases fi'om the others as l'egards 
their behaviour. 

Only a few complete series of' analogous halogen derivatives of' 
organic compounds have been investigateel anel in no case as to 
their mutual behaviour in the liquid state. 

A complete crystallographical investigation was made of: p-Chloro-, 
p-Brolïw- anel p-Iodoacetanilicle 1), the melting points of which are 
respechvely, 179°, 167! 0 anel 181°. The B1'omo- anel the Iodo-com
pounds are both nwnoclinic, the Chlo1'o-compound eliffers and is 
rhombic. The Br- and the I-compounel present in symmetry alld 
parameters a distinct analogy with the rhombic Cl-compound; the 
plane of cleavage is, however, a totally elifferent one 2). 

Cl-compound: Rhombo-pyramielal. 
a : b : c = 1,3347: 1: 0,6857 ; ~ = 90°0'. Cleavable towards 11001. 

Br-compound: monoclino-prismatic 3) 
a: b: c=1,3~95.1: 0,7221; [1=90°19'. Cleavable towards 13011. 

I-compound: monoclino-prismatic. 4) 
a : b : c = 1,4185: 1: 0,7415; ~ = 90°29'. Cleavable towards 13011. 

GOSSNER Ó) proved that the Cl-compound is dimorphous and also 
that it possesses a m01'e labile monoclinic form. On the other hand, 
the Br- and I-C'ompounds are certaillly also dimo1'phous but here 
the rlwrnbic modification is the more labile. The more labile and 
the more stabIe modifirations possess ve1'y analogous parameters, 
although their molecular structures are different. He thillks however 
that the 'trregular positions of the melting points may be satisfac
torily explained from all this. 

On the other hand, in the series C1d01'oóromo-, Diórorno- and 
Ioclobromonitrophenol, all three derivatives are directly-isomorphous 
with each othel'. (Structure: (OH): (N O2) : B1' = 1 : 2 : 4; Cl, Er 
and I on 6). 

1) B. GOSSNER, Z. f. Kryst. 38. 156-158. (1904). 
2) FELS, Z. f. Kryst. 32. 386 (1900) j Idem 32. 406. 
S) MUGGE, Z. f. Kryst. 4. 335 j FELS, Z. f. Kryst. 37. (1903). 469; WILSON, Z. f. 

Kryst. 36. 86. Abstract j P ANEBIANCO, Z. f. Kryst. 4. 393. 
4) SANSONI, Z. f. Kryst. 18. 102. 
6) GOSSNER, Z. f. Kryst. 88. 156-158. 

/ 
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This is the first properly investigaterl series of halogen-substitution 
produets in organic chemistry where Cl, Br, and J replace each 
other in a directly isomol'phous manner. 

Notwithstanding this complete isomorphism there occurs here a 
remarkable abnormality in the position of the melting points. just 
as in the case of the isodimorphous p-Halogen acetanilides. This 
abnormality cannot, therefol'e, be explained in the manner described 
above; in fact it is quito incompl'ehensiblo: 

Cl-compound: m. p. 1120 O. Spec. gr. 2,111 Mol. Vol. 118,7 
Br- " m. p. 117!0 O. 

" " 2,434 " " 121,1 
1- " m. p. 1040 O. " " .. 

2,645 " ,,129,03 

In this case it is the I-compound which exhibits an abnormal 
melting point. 
- From all this it is evident th at there is still something strange, 
as regards the mutual morphotropous relations of the halog'ens, at 
least, in the rase of orgamc compounds. Some facts relating thereto 
will therefore be communicated in what follows. 

I have, frequently, published papers on the Methyl esters of p
CMoro-, and p-Bromonenzoic ac iel 1). The Chl01'O- and Bromo-deriva-, 
tive each appeared to possess a different form, whereas the melting 
point line of binary mixtures should lead to the conclusion that an 
isodimorphism was present here, with a melting point line of the 
rising type, although it seemed impossible then to define by physico
chemical methods the limits of mixing for the two kinds of mixed 
crystals. 

I.g. order' to treát the existmg problem as fully as possible, I 
prepared first of all the corresponding Flu07'O- and Jodo-compound. 

p-Flu07'otohtene kindly presented to me by Prof. HOLLEMAN was 
oxidised with KMn0 4 in alkaline solution, the p-Fhw1'obenzoic aciel 
was separated with HOI and then esterified by means of methyl 
alcohol and hydl'ogell chloride. The ester, which has astrong odom 
of unise5eed oil, is a liquid rendering measurements impossible, but 
on the other hand the acid conld be measured crystallographical1y. 

p.-Toluidine was diazotised and converted by means of KJ into 
p-lodotoluene, this was distilled with steam, recrystallised and oxidised 
as directed to p-Joelobenzoic aciel. In the same manner, p-Aminobenzoic 
acid was converted by diazotation etc. into its acid and this was 

1) JAEGER, Neues Jahrb. f. Minel. Geo1. und Palaeont. (1903). Beil. Bd. 1-28; 
Zeits. f. Kryst. 38. (1903). 279-301. 

43* 
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purified by snblimation. Both Iodobenzoic acids thus obtained wel'e 
then esterified by means of methyl alcohol and HOI. 

The product so obtained was purified by repeated recl'ystallisation 
fl'om boiling alcohol until the melting point became constant at 114°, 

The methyl ester of p-Iorlobenzoic acid m.p, 114° crystallises from 
ether + alcohol in cqlourless needIes, having a faint odom of aniseseed 
oil, which are very ,neatly formed, and exhibit the form of fig. 8. 

Rhombo-bipyrarnidal. 

a': b: c = 1,4144: 1: 0,8187. 

Forms observed; a = 11001, predominant, very strongly lustrous, 
sometiInes with delicate, vertical stripes; p = 12101, very sharply 
reflecting; b = 11101, narrow, of ten absent, bnt yields very sharp 
reflexes; v = 11221 and J' = 10111, well-developed; 0 = 11121, very 
small and of ten absent altogether. 

Habit: flattened towards !1001, with tendency parallel to the c-axis. 

Angular measurements: 

Measured: 
a: p = (100) : (210) =*35°153

/ 4 ' 

b : v = (010) : (1~2) ='*51 49 
b : p = (010) : (210) = 54 441

/ 1 

V : V = (122) : (122) = 76°23' 
b : l' = (010) : (011) = 50 241

/ 2 

a : V = (100) : (122) = 77 29 
v : V = (122) : (122) = 25 42 
l' : l' = (011) : (011) = 79 12 
v: l' = (122) : (011) = 12 501

/ 2 

P : l' = (210) : (011) = 68 23 
v: 0 = (122) : (112) = 1701

/ 1 

o : 0 = (112) : (112) = 43 3 

Oleavable towards !0101. 

Ca lcztlated: 

76°22' 
50 411

/ 2 

77 23 

2541 
7911 
1237 
6833 
16431

/ 8 

42 551
/ 8 

The optical axial plane is (0011 with the b-axis as fil'st bissectl'ix. 
The apparent axial angle in a-monobromonaphthalene 'is about 80°; 
the dispersion is (! < v. On a, pand b orientated extinction. 

The sp. gl'. of the crystals is: 2,020 at 10°; the equivalent volumé 
=129,7. 

Topic axes x: 1.~ : W = 6,8179 : 4,8203 : 3,9464. 

Fl'om the above it foUows that the I-compound is pe1fectly iso-
17W1'pltOUS witb the analogous B1'-compO,und., By way of comparison 

- ~ .. .... 
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some of the chief data observ~d in both eompounds are placed here 
in juxtaposition: 

p-Iodobenzoic Ester: p-B1'omobenzoic Estm': 
Rhombo-bipyramidal Rhombo-bipyramidal 

a: b : c = 1,4144: 1: 0,8187 a : b : c = 1,3967 : 1 : 0,8402 
Forms : Forms : 

11001,10101,10111,12101,11121,11221. 110°1,10101. 10111,12101, 11121, 11221 
On 11001 delicate stripes 

parallel c-axis. 
Cleavable along b. 

Axial plane is 10011; 1 st Diag. is b. 
Angles: 

a:p = 35°16' 
b: v = 51°49' 
o : 0 = 42°55 etc. 

On 11001 delicate stripes 
parallel c-axis. 

Imperfectly cleavable along b. 
Axial plane is 10101; l st Diag. is b. 

AngIes: 
a:p = 34°56' 
b: v = 51°10' 
0: 0 = 43°50' etc~ 

The dispersion in the I-derivative is of an opposite character to 
that in the B1'-compound; the apparent axial angles are almost equal 
if that of the I-derivative is measured in a-Bromonaphthalene and 
that of the Br-derivative in oil of Cassia. 

It seems remarkable, that in our case the Bromo- and Iodo-com
pounds behave in an analogous mannel' and that it is the Chloro
compound which exqibits here a deviating character. 

In order to show the fm'ther relation of the three compounds the 
binary melting point lines were determined and represented in fig. 9. 

The melting point line 'B1'-I-compound does not deviate markedly 
from the straight line, the difference is l'eally negligeable. The lowering 
of the melting point of the I-derivate is, thel'efore, practically directly 
propol'tional to the number of' added molecules of the Br-compound. 

The melting point lines Cl-I- and Cl-B1'-compound take an analogous 
course, that is to say, all the melting points He bet ween the Iowest 
and the highest melting point. Both melting point lines belong to 
the rising type of ROOZEBOOM, which may occur in isodimorphous 
substances. The lowel' branch and the mixing limits could not be 
found by thermometrical methods. The existence of these two branches 
may in deed be proved, and they are even situated at some considerabIe 
distance ti'om the top branches - at least at the side of the com
pounds having the highest melting points - as was founrl by Dr. 
B. R. DE BRUYN. lt is, however, not possible to determine thi8 line 
with &ufficient accul'acy. The progressive change of the cooling-cul've 
is of such a nature that a discontinuity is observed from which we 
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may draw the above mentioned conclu&ion that the 10wer branch of 
the melting point line - at least at the side of the rlzombic mixed 
cryf;tals - is situated at a fairly considerab!e distance from the upper 
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Fig. 9. Binary melting point lines of the three halogenised benzoic methyl esters. 
I 

branch. This change in direction of the cooling 1ine is, however, so 
slight, that the true sitl.lation of the point on the lowel' branch cannot 
be indicated with certainty. . 

'The determinatioll of the mixing limits by an investig~tion of the 
solid phases, which are in equilibrium with solutiollS of lmown con~ 
tent, met with difficulties of all analytica! chal'actel'. An effort was, 
therefore, made to determine those mixing Iimits by the crystallo
gl'aphic pl'ocess. Fol' that purpose solutions were prepared of mixtures 
of the two esters, fol' instanee of the Chl01'O- and th~ o1'omo-estel', 
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in ether + alcóhol" and the homogÊmeous mixed crystals obtained 
on slow evapol'ation were individually investigated crystallographic
ally and then theil' melting point was taken, namely the tempel'ature 
at which the last partiele of solid matter disappeal's in the surl'ounding 
fused mass. If one may assume that this last solid partiele, in each 
of the cases investigated, is really in stable equilibrium in regard 
to the fused mass, the temperature thus found, by comparison with 
the already found uppel' branch, indicates the molecule-percentage 
eomposition of the mixed erystal under investigation. 

If we take little of the B1'-ester and much of the Cl-ester, we 
obtain from the alcoholie solution monoclinic mixed erystals which 
possess quite the form and angular values of monoclinic Cl-ester 
itself. Of sueh crystals the melting point never exceeded 461

/ 2°. If 
the proportion of the components is reversed mixen cl'ystals of a 
l'hombie form are deposited quite analogous to the Er-ester. These 
erystals gave melting points from 791

/ 2° down to 47° ; but not lower. 
Assuming that the melting point of the end terms of the mono

clinic series -does not diffel' praetically from 47°, it then looks as 
if rhombic mixed phases may exist which, at 47° as transition tem
peratu:re, attaeh themselves immediately to the mono clinic tel'ms. I 
have found, however, that rhombic mixed crystals with various melt
ing points kept togethel' in a closed tube for four months becóme 
tmbid and partiallJT opaque with a rough surf ace as soon as their 
melting point falls below 65°. It is also remarkable thai the rhombic 
mixed phases of this kind are more and more badly formed and curve
planed, and that they become more distorted, as if existing in a kind of 
enforced condition, when their composition begins to differ from that at 
65° towal'ds the monoclinic side. It seems to me that when accepting 
the above hypothesis, all rhombic mixed phases below 65° represent 
metastable eonditions, which, in the solid state, are very slowly 
broken up, to be partIy converted into monoclinie terms. 

That is to say the melting figure takes schematically the form of 
fig. 9; the said metastable conditions are then points sitnated on the 
extended part of the lower branch to the right, whieh indieates the 
composition of the rhombie mixed erystals eoexisting with the fused 
mass. The stabIe hiatus in the mixing series then extends from 18% 
to 60% of the B1'-eompound. 

From all this it follows that in consequenee of the vel'y slow 
eonversion of the mixed erystals, no shal'p determination of the 
mixing limits ean be made in th is manner when less than 60°/ 

, 0 

B1'-ester of monoelil1ie eharficter is present. 
In the system Cl-ester + I-ester the matter is still more tl'oulJlesome. 
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. There, the end term of tile Inonoclinic mixing seriés i's situated' 
still Inuch closer to the axis than in the case mentioned. In conse
quence of the very great difference in solubjlity of the Cl-, and the 
I-compound we never obtain here from alcoholic soJutions anything 
else but dwmbic very delicate needIes, while the monoclinic phases 
crystallise so indistinctly that they are quite unsuitable. for a serious 
investigation. 

The Br-, and the I-ester readily crystallise together in Çtll prop or
tions with angular values which differ but little from those of the 
components. No optical anomalies could be found in such mixed 
phases. Fl'om this it follows that to those two halogen substitution, 
prodnets belongs au analogous molecular structure. Their molecular 
volumes in the solid eonditioll agl'ee in deed very weIl; the difference 
is smaller than bet ween that of the Cl-, and B1o-compounds. 

As regards the lowering of the melting point of the compound 
melting at the higher temperature by addition of the one melting 
at the lower temperature, this is not proportionate' to the number of 
added molecules, as in the system Br- + I-compound. In the 
mixtures of Cl- and J-ester, the observed values are always situated 
on a curve wbich occurs above the line of the pl'oportionate lowering 
of the melting point; in the system Cl- and Br-ester, on a two
periodic curve whieh oecnrs below the said straight line. 

It must also be observed th at the mixed phases deposited 'from 
alcoholic solutions possess a larger content in the compound melting 
at the higher temperature than the solution from which they have 
fOl'med. For instanee, from a solution eontaining 20 % of B1~-ester 
and 80 % of Cl-ester, mixed (rhombic) crystals were at first depo
sited whieh mélted at 57° eOl'l'esponding witb a considerably higher 
percentage of the Br-compound. 

The GYtlo1'o-eompound which is monoclinic with: 

a: b : c = 1,8626 : 1 : 3,4260, and {:1 = 64°18' 

and the forms: 
a=11001, c==!OOll, r=[I02l, p=121 Ol, t=!Olll, o=!Ïlll, .v=/l'lll, w=IÏ131. 
presents a h~bit whieh is not at all like that of the 't~o other deri
vatives, although that habit, as shown in fig. 1-5; is in a high 
degree variabie, aecording to the choice of the solvent and tempe
rature of crystallisation. 

The habit of the B1'- and I-compound is on the other hand per
feetly anal.9gous; in the I-ester it is, moreover, very constant nnder 
different conditiol1s of erystallisation (fig. 8) whilst it is still some-
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what cha~geable in the B1'-ester (fig. 6 and 7), although no longer 
80 strong as in tl~e Cl-del'ivative. With an incl'easing atomic weight 
of the halogens, the changeability of' the c1'ystal-habit, owing to a 
change in conditions of crystallisation, decreases considerably and 
gradually. 

The sp. gr. of the three compounds, their equivalerlt volume and 
their topic parameters" are: J 

Cl-ester: cl20
0 = j ,382; V = 123,37 . Je : lP : w = 5,1731 : 2,7774: 9,5153. 

Br-ester: cl20
0 = 1,689; V =127,29. Je: tp: w= 6,661:1 : 4,7691 : 4,0070. 

J-ester: d20
0 = 2,020; V = 129,70. Je: lP: W = 6,8179: 4,8203: 3,9464. 

It must be remal'ked her~ that the melting points of tbe th1'ee 
~sters incl.'ease regula1'ly by 351

/ 2° notwithstanding the difference in 
crystalform: 44°-791

/ 2
0-114°. 

The aboye admits of no other explanation than the assumplion 
that all three halogenised esters are dimorphous. The Cl-ester must 
still exist in a more labile 1'lwmbic form and the Br- and I-esters 
in a more labile mono clinic form. In one of BRUNI'S communications 1) 
a "monocIinic" p-B1'omobel1zoic J.7Jtfethyl Estm' is described by an 
ltalian . investigator with the object of proving an "isomorphism" 
with the analogous p-Nitrobenzoic este1'. The given measurements 
have, however, absolntely no cOllnection with" those applied to the 
p-Chlo1'obenzoate, so that this 1l10nor.linic form can in no case be 
the one intended. 1\1oreover, none of tl!e measured angular values 
of the p-Bromo-derivative agree with those obtained by myself. lt 
appears to me doubtfuJ whether the measurements mentioned in 
BRUNI'S paper are really correct or it may be that the operator has 
really not been working with p-B1'omobenzoic Methyl ester at all. 
All efforts made by me to obtain from this substance a crystal form 
different to the rlwmbic one proved fruitless, whilst in the ltalian 
treatise, the supposed "monoclinic" form is represented as a perfectly 
stabie" one which, thel'efore, occurs continuously. ~ 

In order to prove an eventually existing dimorphism of these suh
stances, 1 have made nse of LEHMANN'S microscopical method with the 
aid of the crystallisation microscope constructed by him. lt appeared, 
however, that in none of these cases a positi \'e result could be 
obtained. I think that in the case of each of these substances, I can 

I 

notice two different ways of crystallisation under the microscope, 
namely long, rather delicate needies and a}so parallelogram-limited 

1) BRUNI and PADO~, Gazz. Chimic. Hal. (1904). 34a. 133-143; Rendie. Lincei 
(1903). 5a. 12. 348. 
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flat needies which exhibit higher interference colours alld like the 
first named extinguish llormally on the longitndinal direction. Howe
vel', the difference - if present at all - is so indistinct th at taking 
into consideration the inelination of these substances to alter their 
crystal-habious it undel' val' cil'eumstanees in so high a degl'ee, I dal'e 
not eoncl ude to an all'eady proved dimorphism. Experiments with 
mixtures richel' or poorer in CMo1'o-f'ster also exhibited the same 
properties. It is, therefore, quite possible th at we have two forms 
for eaeh of the three substances, but this has not yet been proved 
and, also it eould not be aseel'tained whether in the given eircum
stances both eventually present forms stood to each other in the 
position ot' monotropy or enantiotropy. . 

A few short data as to the halogenised benzoic aeids deserve mention. 
1. p-Cltlorobenzoic acid m.p. 2430 has been measured by FELS 

(Zeitschr. f. Kryst. 32, (1900) 389). It is monoelino-prismatie, with 
a: b : c = 1,2738: 1 : 3,3397, and fJ = 78°24f. The forms observed 
have intricate symbols; besides a = 11001 and c = 10011, he finds 
d = 12071, 0 = 11111, e = 12331, u = 13221, v = 14111. Sp.gr. = 1,541. 

2. p-Flu01'obenzoic acid m.p. 182~ synthesised by IQ.e is also 
monoclino-pl'ismatic. If to the forms occurring here we assign 
the symbols: a = {100j, c = 10011, l' = j2031, 8 = j4031, and q=10431, 
the indices being therefore analogous to those given above, the 
parameters become: 

a : b : c = 1,1917 : 1 : 3,1825 

fJ = 78°16'. 

Although there exists here an undeniable difference in habit, I 
think I may still conclude that there is a direct isomol'phism of 
the Chlo1'o- and Fluo1'o-compound. A distinet plane of cleavage was 
not found. The melting point of p-Fluol'obenzoic acid is aIso elevated 
by addition of the Cl-compound. 

Angular values: 
c':r = 69°56' 
1': 8 = 15°36' 
s: a = 16°14' 
c:a = 78°16' 
c: q = 76°28' 

ql : q! = 270 4' 

The habit is thin-tabled towards c, with a rectangular circum
ference. The crystals were obtained from alcohol + ether and were 
generally badly fOl'med. The extinction on c is ol'ientated. 
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Fig. I. Fig. 2 
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p-Chlorobenzoic Methyl ester 
From methyl alcohol, at a higher temperature. 

Fig. 4. 

p-Chlorobenzoic Methyl ester. 

From methyl alcohol, at alowel' temperatul'e. 

Fig. 3. 

c 
p-Chlorobenzoic Methyl ester. 

0.' 
From ethyl alcohol, at a higher temperature. 

Fig 6. 

C' 

p-Chlorobenzoic Methyl ester. 

Fl'om methyl alcohol, at a higher temperature. )~ 
;p, ,,~ 

Fig. 5. 

p-Bromobenzoic Methyl ester. 
p-Chlorobenzoic Methyl ester. From methyl alcohol 

From ether, at a lower temperature. Fig. 8. 

Fig. 7. 

p-Bromobenzoic Methyl ester. 

From-ether. p-Iodobenzoic Methyl ester. 
From ethyl alcohol + ether. 
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3. p-Bromobenzoic acid, m.p. 252 0 was obtained by me in tiny 
crystals from ethyl acetate + bellZene but they wel'e very badly 
formed. They are monoclinic and probably quite isomorphous with 
the two other acids. The angle of inclination amounts to about 781!~O. 

4. p-Iodobenzoic aciel has not as yet been obtained in measurable 
crystals owing to its little solubility in most of the organic solvents. 
lts melting point is situated at 267°, therefore higher than that of 
the B1'-derivative. A direct isomorphism with the th ree other halogen 
benzoic acids is not improbable. 

Physiology. - "On catalases of the blood". By L. VAN ITALUE. 

(CommunicH,ted by Prof. C. A. PEKELHARING.) 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 30, 1905). 

The discovery made by THÉNARD that bloodfibrine possesses the 
pl'operty of decomposing hydrogenperoxide has also been extended 
to defibl'inated blood, by SCHÓNBEIN (JOU1'n. f. pmkt. Chemie 89y 

22). It has found a practical application in the jndicial investi
gation on bloodtraces and has been the object of manifold scientific 
investigations. A resuming report precedes the investigations by 
SENTER (Das Wassel'sto.§"sztp81'Otcyel zersetzenele Enzym des Blutes. 
Zeitsclw. f. physik. Chemie 44 L 1903J 257-318) to whose wOl'k we 
refer the reader. SENTER caBs the enzyme which he has isolated 
from blood Haernase wherea::; I myself prefer to use the name 
of catalase, which has been given by LOEW (Catalase, A new enzym 
of geneml occ'tt1'rence, Report N°. 68 U. S. Depw't. of Agricult'tt1'e. 
Washington). 

Although the catalases, those enzymes which are able to split 
H~O~ in water aud oxygen, are universally scattered in the vegetable 
and animal kingdom, it has as yet not been possible to isolate one 
of these bodies in state of pUl'ity. 

Although different phenomena indicate that there exist more than 
one catalase (apart from LOEW'S a- and (3-varieties) it ~has been 
impossible as yet to discern them. 

The following communication gives a new contribution to the 
properties of the catalases of the blood, which may perhaps lead to 
a diffel'entation of the catalases, and which at least gives an opportunity 
of dividing the catalttses of sOII\e animals into two groups. 

To Mr. O. J. KONING at Bussum I owe the commllniration that 
hl1lnan-blood diluted from 1-1000 heated at 63° fol' half an hour, 


